Using the Case of David and Oral Health
The written *Case of David and Oral Health* provides an example of how a healthcare team might progress from being more profession focused, with less team collaboration and individual/family-centered care (Scene 1), to providing more effective interprofessional team collaboration with David’s Mom as a partner in providing individual/family-centered care (Scene 3). Given that this case vignette is more structured and designed to focus on only two specific domains for each scene (although other domains could apply), it provides an excellent mechanism to gain familiarity with and practice with how to use the Interprofessional Professionalism Assessment (IPA). For the most part, the behaviors described in this case were designed to demonstrate positive examples of interprofessional professionalism (IPP) across all of the domains. Using this case first in the learning process can help to provide a solid foundation for making future comparisons when viewing the video case vignettes in the toolkit, where the interprofessional professionalism behaviors demonstrated were designed to show problematic IPP behaviors.